The Faculty of Life Sciences seeks to fill the following professorship at the earliest opportunity:

**W2 Professorship in Psychological Methods**

The job holder will represent the subject of Psychological Methods (including Statistics) in its entirety in the bachelor’s and master’s programmes in Psychology. He or she is expected to have practical experience in conducting the relevant courses, a high level of didactic skills, and an above-average commitment to teaching. It is expected that all basic courses be taught in German. A close coordination with methodical training in the other subjects in Psychology is desirable. At the same time, the establishment of an internationally visible research programme is expected, which should be compatible with the Faculty’s Center of Neuro- and Behavioral Sciences and which enables cooperation with other Psychology chairs as well as with local university and non-university research institutions. Also expected is an active involvement with the interdisciplinary Center for Quantitative Empirical Social Research. Applicants must demonstrate high-quality international publications and a record of acquiring third-party funding. Psychology at Leipzig values transparent and replicable research and supports open science practices. Applicants are asked to state in their application how they have already followed and/or wish to pursue these practices in the future.

The job holder’s rights and obligations are regulated by the Saxon Freedom of Higher Education Act (SächsHSFG) and the Saxon Service Regulations for Higher Education Institutions (DAVOHS). Applicants must meet the requirements of Section 58 SächsHSFG.

Leipzig University is committed to the equality of women and men. Severely disabled persons are encouraged to apply and will be given preference in the case of equal suitability.

Please send your application with the usual documents (including a detailed CV, a list of scientific work and academic teaching including any records of teaching evaluations, and a certified copy of the certificate of the highest academic degree acquired to date), to:

Leipzig University  
Dean of the Faculty of Life Sciences  
Professor Tilo Pompe  
Brüderstraße 32  
04103 Leipzig

by no later than 28 June 2019.

Please note that applying by email is not entirely secure and may pose a privacy risk. The sender assumes full responsibility.

**Privacy information**

*The personal data contained within your application documents or obtained during the interview will be processed exclusively for the purposes of the selection process for the position advertised. The legal basis for such data processing is Section 11(1) of the Saxon Data Protection Implementation Act (Sächs DSDG) in conjunction with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The controller for the application process within the meaning of the GDPR is the addressee of the application, as specified in the respective advertisement. When processing your application, your personal data will be passed on within Leipzig University to*

- members of the selection committee
- the human resources management teams
- the Commissioner for Equal Opportunities
- the Disability Officers and
- if necessary, the Staff Council

*as part of their organisational or statutory responsibilities.*
Your personal data will be erased no later than six months after completion of the selection process. In accordance with the GDPR, subject to the relevant statutory requirements you have the following rights vis-à-vis the addressee of the application with regard to your personal data: right of access (Art. 15 GDPR); right to rectification of inaccurate personal data (Art. 16 GDPR); right to erasure (Art. 17 GDPR); right to restriction of processing (Art. 18 GDPR); and right to object to processing (Art. 21 GDPR). If you have any questions, please contact the Data Protection Officer at Leipzig University (office: Augustusplatz 10, 04109 Leipzig). You also have the right to lodge a complaint with the Saxon Commissioner for Data Protection.